
First Name Last Name Email Organization In 2 sentences or less, please briefly explain your organization's capabilities/strengths. We would be interested in teaming with companies who can...

Justin Del Vecchio delvecchio@cubrc.org CUBRC

Customized content extraction from media with a pipeline suitable for laptop environments.  
Development of semantic to identify commonality between documents and multi-media 
content (i.e. similar concepts discussed in documents or same images across devices.)

Looking to team with companies who have expertise in presentation 
of semantic index content to operators or those with relevant, 
example data sets to demonstrate content extraction pipeline.

Colin Sumter crowdmole@gmail.com CROWDMOLE Operational Research Computational Analyst. PhD Computer Science, Electrical Engineering Power Topology.

Venu Ayala venu@zenstrategics.com ZEN STRATEGICS
Cyber, Records management and Information Governance with expertise in identifying and 
managing CUI

*Prime and for teams that are looking for 8(a) vehicle that we have 
* Interest in teaming with small business like us with a TS Facilities 
Clearance 
*Develop a product and would be interested in a services arm.

Nikki Maquindang nikki@identv.com IDenTV

Specialize in mul -lingual AI/ML global media analy cs.  Ability to automa cally link and 
understand rela onships between seman c en es across mul ple 
input formats, including speech, audio, text, image and video content using ASR, MT, Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) and computer vision classifiers- Facial recognition, object detection, 
aerial FMV, weapons detection, and more. 

Systems Integrators 
Companies who specialize in parsing of data and formats  

Manoj Mahajan manoj.mahajan@securedecisions.com Applied Visions, Inc.

We are a Small Business Software Development company that can help R&D projects with 
"tying everything into one software solution" through: GUI, UX, Interface Design, Human-
machine interaction, App Development, Coding Support, Mobile, iOS, Cloud, IoT / Sensor 
Development / Embedded Systems for SOCOM/JSOC/Military/Intelligence Agencies with cyber 
security and ICD 503 / NIST 800 standards. We can also consult on GEOINT, Air Defense, Deep 
Space Object, Imagery, and other intelligence topics work (consulting on computer vision and 
intelligence topics).

We can help US based companies that need additional Software 
Developers, clearable personnel, need a development team for a 
software or an app, an intel agency consultant, or need a partnership 
for their software solution (or IoT hardware) piece. We can help with 
companies doing AI, ML, Computer Vision, and Neural Networks to 
help with the data prep stages and have experience in energy, 
battery, oil & gas, 3D environment, AR / VR, geospatial, create R&D 
tools (or electronics prototyping) to support researchers, create final 
software solutions for deployment to government networks, we can 
sub or prime.

Joseph Boutte bouttej@dnb.com Dun and Bradstreet

As a data and analytics powerhouse, Dun & Bradstreet offers unique and compelling 
capabilities that provide the U.S. Government with responsible and effective analytical 
services, solutions, and products.   The Dun & Bradstreet Data Cloud delivers insight on over 
420 million global business records from more than 30,000 vetted sources, updated 20 million 
times per day.

Leverage our data and analytics to integrate into intuitive interfaces 
for use by SOCOM and DOMEX stakeholders.  Our data adds deep 
business insights, linkages, and ultimate beneficial ownership to 
identify and illuminate connections in supply chains and business 
hierarchies.

Richard Threlkeld richard.threlkeld@ge.com General Electric Research

GE Research excels at AI-based analytics for rapid semantic ontology discovery and matching as 
well as question answering/user-driven ontology search.  We are looking to build upon existing 
capabilities already in use by GE in the aerospace, power generation, and healthcare sectors 
that are industry standards-compliant.

GE Research is looking to team with companies whose expertise lies 
in initial extraction of material from exploited devices, as well as 
subsequent preparation for parsing and analysis.

Tanveer Kathawalla tanveer@pioneer1890.com Pioneer1890

- Logically is a technology company on a mission to promote integrity and truth. 
- We combine state-of-the-art AI, advanced Natural Language Processing and highly scalable 
cloud infrastructure with one of the world’s largest dedicated fact-checking team to detect 
problema c content and track disinforma on campaigns. 
- Our threat detection services offer an early warning system to governments, platforms and 
businesses of coordinated mis and disinformation activity, alongside access to effective 
countermeasures. 
- More information at https://www.logically.ai/ We're looking for R&D, and co-development partners 

Zach Levy zach@cognovilabs.com Cognovi Labs
We measure human decision-making in real time and at scale and predict future 
individual/group behavior, providing clients with the opportunity to shape the outcome.

We have been advised by several US Gov/Mil agencies to find a 
suitable prime to subk with or JV with to make it easier for those 
agencies to get to us and our patented and award-winning 
technology.  So, we are interested in teaming with companies who 
can help us get our technology into the hands of users and build US 
Gov/Mil past performance (mirroring the success we have on the 
commercial side).  

Sam Hudson sam.hudson@cprtools.com CPR Tools Data management and recovery through a variety of media a protocols. perform data analysis.

M-DOMEX Teaming Opportunity Inputs



Kevin Harwood kevin.harwood@alionscience.com Alion Science and Technology, Inc

Alion offers an open source forensics toolchain that can be enhanced to meet and exceed the 
requirements as stated during the M-DOMEX Industry Day. This toolchain contains several of 
the tools discussed during the industry day, has the ability to match against the NRSL database 
and any provided whitelist to mine/target intelligence for the operator. 

 1. Dongles and Media Device interfaces; 2. Encryption/Decryption 
So ware/Products  

Jeff Harper jeff.harper@accrete.ai Accrete AI Government
Non-edge autonomous data analysis of unstructured & structured data yielding automatic 
entity (people, locations, organizations) extraction and relationship mapping. extract data from exploited media

Brandon Epstein brandon@medexforensics.com Medex Forensics

The Medex forensic video tool is a video source and authentication tool that takes a single 
video file or batch of video files and will report the device make and model that captured the 
imagery and any modes of transmission of the file as well as identify potential editing or 
manipulation of displayed video or file metadata.  The tool also employs a custom video file 
parser that will identify all metadata within a video file, including structures not found by 
typical metadata analysis tools and generate results in a variety of formats.

Acquire and parse data from digital devices and report findings in a 
single package.

Scott Frohman sfrohman@google.com Google

Google Cloud provides highly scaled cloud infrastructure that can serve as a computing basis 
for a DOMEX capability. We have a number of highly differentiated AI services that will serve 
as useful building blocks. Build a solution on top of GCP aka Google Cloud Platform

Carla von Bernewitz carla.vonbernewitz@nuixusg.com Nuix

We are a SW OEM of digital forensics platforms with a core competency of powerful data 
ingestion supported by our parallel processing Nuix Engine, that prepares and processes data 
with user-selected data processing settings, producing data that is searchable.  The Nuix Engine 
supports over 1,000 file types, from practically any type of device, all language indexes, and 
virtually unlimited volumes of structured and unstructured data at high speed with forensic 
certainty to correlate and contextualize data  - across people, objects, locations, and events - 
enabling operators to make faster and more accurate decisions.  

Provide program management, orchestration, and system integration 
with partners who provide capabilities, such as foreign language 
translation, that are beyond our core capabilities today.  We have a 
real-time scalable architecture with an extensible framework for data 
enrichment and broad and open-source APIs.  BTW - we have 
experience with our products being implemented in kits for the 
tactical environment (we support the Navy CPTs).  

Brent Salo brent.salo@scgcanada.com SCG Canada Inc.

We produce the CFID which is a small portable device used by forward operators around the 
world for collection and exploitation of UAV, SIM Cards, Mobile and Media Devices. 
www.scgcanada.com

.....bring offline edge capabilities, technologies and ideas to the table 
that increase the effectiveness of our mutual clients' forward 
collection capabilities on our unique platform....

Steve Meier steve@kungfu.ai KUNGFU.AI

KUNGFU.AI is a machine learning services firm that builds highly bespoke capabilities in the 
areas of CV and NLP. We have deep expertise in using recent advances in deep learning to 
extract information from rich media and flat data assets. 

provide hardware and/or platform architecture experience to round 
out our ML deployment expertise. 

Brad Gagne brad@imrsv.ai IMRSV Data Labs

We specialize in the development of communication models (audio-to-text transcription, text-
to-text translation, text-to-speech vocalization) which can be run efficiently and fully-offline on 
edge devices such as the Android platform.  We are interested in exploring the possibility of 
these models to extracted content to aid in automated parsing/analysis/classification of 
captured material to make it more immediately actionable by an operator.

Interested in teaming with companies who offer either exiting or new 
hardware solutions where this technology could be deployed to 
enhance functionality.

Dave Ryberg dryberg@truxtonforensics.com Probity/Truxton Forensics

Probity is the IP holder of Truxton, an enterprise-level forensic platform that aggregates 
disparate media images and automatically identifies and tags media files, discovers/correlates 
file artifacts, and provides automated notifications and alerts up and down the change of 
command. Probity and Truxton have extensive experience in media exploitation, big data 
processing and field triage of media in the Intelligence Community.

Provide additional capabilities in mobile/field acquisition of media 
devices, language translation, video processing, and cloud capabilities 
that can integrate with our Truxton forensic platform.

Anthony Pieske anthony.pieske@caci.com CACI International

CACI is a provider of ISR/EW payloads for tactical layer aerial platforms, mostly directed at the 
Low-Cost Simple RF Collector and Assessing Cyber Vulnerabili es Focus Areas for PEO-SR.   

CACI International is a sensor provider, interest would be in UAS 
providers or manufacturers of technology capable of operating 
remote sensors on platforms. 

Eric Mellinger eric.mellinger@mantech.com ManTech International Corporation

ManTech is a large Federal System Integrator that is focused on technology enabled solutions 
to support our Mission Partners to include USSOCOM.  We have invested our Corporate IRAD 
resources into building a prototype architecture which can directly support the M-DOMEX 
mission threads by providing a secure integration platform "at the tactical edge."

Innovative Companies who have M-DOMEX applications that seek to 
be hosted in a secure, modular, and deployable environment.

Jansen Cohoon jansen.cohoon@msab.com MSAB

MSAB is digital forensics solutions provider for mobile phones, drones, automobiles, and 
disparate media.  Having solutions for both management and analysis of collected intelligence 
in a forensics manner. Expand analysis in large volume data or add extended capabilities. 



Mike McNeill Michael.McNeill@wbbinc.com Serco - WBB (Whitney Bradley Brown Inc)

We provide Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities that empower 
our customers to create meaning from structured, unstructured, and diverse data sets in 
operational environments. We extract information via Natural Language Processing (NLP) and 
Computer Vision (CV) algorithms as well as expand the use of simulators via commercial 
gaming AI techniques.  

Who are operating in the AI/ML spaces with the tools mentioned 
during the collabora on (XRY, cellebrite, Talon image, Detego, CFID). 
 

Anthony Iasso anthony.iasso@xatorcorp.com InCadence, An Xator Company
We are an integrator and developer of software and hardware solutions for biometrics, 
identity management, site exploitation and critical infrastructure protection systems.

Provide unique technologies and capabilities that can be integrated 
into DOMEX systems and solutions to meet specific technical 
challenges. We 

Sivi Eckhaus seckhaus@grierforensics.com Grier Forensics, LLC

Grier Forensics provides the Thunderboost suite, which accelerates and manages the entire 
forensic chain, from acquisition to analysis to export.  Other forensic tools can integrate into 
Thunderboost as plug ins.

Provide acquisition and parsing of cellphones and other media; or 
Provide capabilities that can plug in to any stage of the forensic chain.  
Thunderboost Omni manages the entire forensic lifecycle, from 
acquisition to analysis to export.  If you have a valuable product that 
could plug in, we’re looking for you!

Ray Keating rayk@pontimax.com Pontimax Technologies LLC

Our Inferencing Agent technology provides user-specified, Inferencing & Reasoning, for 
combined Movement & Presence Predicates and ML/DL Pattern Predicate based Inferencing 
Goal "Events", with Pub/Sub based communications.

complement their capability set with our Inferencing Agent 
technology to deliver a new level of AI-based functionality that fulfills 
the M-DOMEX topic objectives.

Shannon Hynds shannonh@quickcode.ai quickcode.ai

Our software uses artificial intelligence to create text labeled training data for machine 
learning applications.  Especially valuable for sensitive/classified data or data that requires 
expertise to label -  labeled training data is created in a fraction of the time as compared to 
hand-labeling alone.

We are interested in teaming with organizations have machine 
learning modeling capability but do not have an identified solution for 
acquiring training data 
Organizations who know that their training data must be labeled by 
SMEs with domain or language exper se. 
Organizations looking to rapidly prototype model training and need 
the ability to quickly and efficiently adjust training data.


